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Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:
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Recommended Links
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources
Question:
Hi Catherine,

In your recent video discussion, you mentioned the Bank of England’s PRA revision. Please explain what impact will it have on the precious metals (especially coins) market. Thanks for very informative discussions on your website.

CAF Notes & Links:


The upcoming rules, known as the net stable funding ratio (NSFR), are part of Basel III regulations designed to make banks more stable and prevent a repeat of the financial crisis of 2008-09. The rules treat physically traded gold like any other commodity, requiring banks to hold more cash to match their gold exposure as a buffer against adverse price moves.

The London Bullion Market Association (LBMA), an industry body, has lobbied against them, saying they are unnecessary and could force some banks – including clearing banks - to stop trading.
Following a consultation, the Bank of England's Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA) said on Friday it had "decided to amend its approach to precious metal holdings related to deposit-taking and clearing activities."

It said it had introduced an "interdependent precious metals permission" which would reduce the size of the required capital buffer.

**Question:**
Spotted this on BBC online. I was extremely surprised. Perhaps the start of something?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-57865703

FP

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

My Mother recently passed away. I am the beneficiary of an Allianz annuity. Do you have any views on whether to receive the money in a lump sum at a lower amount or in annuity payments? We don’t have an urgent need to receive the money now.

Also, I wanted to ask you for a referral for a financial advisor. We don’t have a high income. (We are both 53. My husband develops software for the federal government, and I homeschool my daughter with Down Syndrome). But we have saved over the years and have inherited properties and assets from my Mother. We live in California, and have to decide whether to sell some rental property she had an invest in another state. Do you have any advice?
Thank you,

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Dear Catherine

I have heard and never questioned that all "central banks" in the world are part of the Bauer Brothers Syndicate. Is this true or not? (except for Cuba, North Korea, and Iran). According to Dr Farrell (who cites Ellen H. Brown) China does not borrow from private banks. It creates its own currency. I am reading" Babylon's Banksters ". I deduce from this that their Central Bank is not a private bank.

Dear Catherine

I forgot to mention Hermann. As Pres of Sberbank, if Russia is a part of the club, he would know what is going on. Judging by his behavior, he knows a lot. Why not just ask him? Or send him a complementary copy of your latest publication, then send him an email asking "yes or no". And then, if yes, please explain your answer using the publication as a cryptographic dictionary. Include a self addressed postage paid envelope.

What do you think?

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Beck Brothers**

Hermann was hero of the week in January 2020 - in part for his interview in Tass https://home.solari.com/quote-du-jour-4/

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

Kudos to you for #CashFriday. For those of us that use cash on Monday to Thursday as well, your message is much needed when hardly anyone I know uses cash, whether it be for mere convenience or because of fear of a mugging at the ATM - you know “cash is not safe to carry” (without making light of the trauma for those that have been mugged).
Firstly, years ago, I forget where, I heard that some insiders have credit cards without a credit limit and for which the balances are wiped clean. Have you heard of this? If you have do you have any sources?

Second, one of the benefits of learning about bank-created fiat currency and now open source decentralised blockchains is that it engenders new questions in our minds that were never thought of before. Such as, in this time of an increasing loss of privacy in our transactions that will only get worse and ultimately disappear; government financial fraud and US government finances going dark; regulatory and system capture; bank criminality and fines; and as we wake up to the fact that the commercial banking system is really a one-way mirror behind the firewall of which there is far from total public transparency, why would we believe that financial institutions would comply with banking regulation strictures on currency creation that we have been lulled into believing are complied with, merely because no one thought to question it before? Okay, so it’s essentially a rhetorical question but I would still appreciate your thoughts.

After all, a “counterfeit” digital dollar is completely indistinguishable from a regular digital dollar created against a bank loan.

Thanks,
M

CAF Notes & Links:

Interesting the line between compliance and free for all.

Question:

https://www.investopedia.com/how-london-became-the-world-s-financial-hub-4589324

“London borrowed and improved upon financial innovations from Amsterdam, the world’s trading and financial center in the 17th century. It developed a market-centered system as opposed to the bank-centered one in the Dutch city and grew more dominant in the 18th century as the Netherlands witnessed an economic and political decline. London then competed with Paris to be the biggest global financial hub until the mid-19th century. Paris lost out in 1848 when the Bank of France suspended specie payments after France lost a war with Prussia.”

If plagues and plague laws have preceded movement of the reserve currency, what are candidate geographical destinations for a hypothetical
global reserve “currency” (in whatever form it may take)? What geographical properties might be attractive for the financial capital of a planet-wide digital system? e.g.

- infrastructure for hypersonic flight (e.g. Boom Aerospace)
- infrastructure for management of space assets
- infrastructure for smart city & population surveillance
- proximity to cultural icons and/or ancient ley lines
- cultural “neutrality” to build global trust across societies
- attractive to human talent with tech+finance+bio skills
- access to high-quality food and reliable energy
- defense against social instability & natural disasters
- resilience to planetary changes, e.g. pole shift
- … ?

CAF Notes & Links:

STRONG CULTURE, STRONG CULTURE, STRONG CULTURE OF RESPONSIBILITY

Covid-19

Question:
Hello Catherine,
I can understand the necessity of being cautious of disinformation and my question comes without disrespect intended; but could it be that the Spanish report about graphene is indeed correct due to big pharma’s manipulation of different ingredient components of differing lots or batches? We know that some regions received only saline in the injections, where as some regions did not; and different post injection physical ailments severities according to socioeconomic regions. Could it be that this particular region did indeed receive injections with a lot of graphene? We know that this ingredient, graphene, is such a promising and potentially valuable ingredient that science had to find some use for it other than just ending up in a sales magazine for Sharper Image. Perhaps the injections are the use…according to region. Thanks for reading my question.
Sincerely,
JP

Your response:

GRAPHENE - stock associations and pennies stocks.

If, if, if.
You can not stop current mandates with ifs.
You need hard facts that are rock solid now - of which there is plenty. We should focus on actions using it..
Yes, would be good to investigate graphene and what is causing the magnetism, as Rappoport suggests.
The video that was promoted is not it. FYI from a Spanish researcher

“Good day for all

sorry for breaking the topic this stuff has to be solved

At yesterday's zoom meeting, the possibility that the magnetism observed in vaccinated patients is caused by the graphene in vaccines, as claimed by a study of a Spanish team and published by a Spanish university, was discussed.

It seems that no one has read the aforementioned study that not even its author defends since he has done it behind the back of the University in a personal capacity but has used the name and logo of an institution that has already denied that it endorses this study.

This study already on the first page concludes that the analysis found that there is mRNA and that they can not rule out the possibility that there is graphene, nothing more and then conduct a study of electron microscopy that does not lead to any evidence that what they observe is graphene.

Well, with the possibility that there is graphene, they have searched all the literature on
this substance and the possibilities it has to act as a biosensor, all the pathological effects that graphene can produce, and they conclude that there is no biological cause to study, graphene causes Covid.

I invite my colleagues to personally read the study rather than follow the media interpretations. It is difficult to read because they are scanned pages and you cannot copy the text to translate it in a translator. But everyone will have friends who can read and interpret the Spanish, I honestly can not translate this tool of scientific manipulation.

I hope for your understanding and more common sense in evaluating the information from the source, not from the media that have published it that none has the slightest credibility as they are buying the author’s version without even reading the report. attached is the original document,, enjoy how a conspiracy is build.
**Question:**
Hello Catherine,

WIKIPEDIA writes about Dr. Bhakdi:

“In 2020 ad 2021 Bhakdi became a prominent source of misinformation about the COVID-19 pandemic, claiming that the pandemic was “fake” and that COVID-19 vaccines were going to decimate the world’s population.”

**And:** “In October 2020, the University of Mainz issued a statement to the effect that it does not support Bhakdi’s views.”

Because of all the “disinformation” you and Mr. John Titus refer to in your 7/15/21 "Money and Markets report, I’m unsure what sources to believe any more…. (other than the source I can access through prayer). How do we know Dr. Bhakdi’s conclusions made in his video “The 4 Disclosures” have been thoroughly vetted and peer reviewed by qualified independent scientific and medical research bodies? Is he legit?

Thanks for all you and your team do!!

D

**CAF Notes & Links:**

IMO Bhakdi and his team are excellent - very collaborative effort with lots of experience highly intelligent and ethical doctors and scientists

Wikipedia - good for non controversial information - I support - “What is a bond” Completely engineered/worked over for controversial items.
Academy is bought top down. The power of invisible weaponry and money printing - compete inability of universities and institutes to maintain integrity.

Solari Report runs a high filter - essential to maintain utility of content - intelligence. Based ultimately on my judgement which is an art not a science.
Over time you can find reliable or not.

**Question:**
Dear Catherine,
I had a couple questions around covid death rates you may have some thoughts on, though I understand we may be looking at high octane speculation. (I love that phrase) I'm trying to paint a picture of what's really going on with the deaths. The Covid and the overall death rates in the country.
1) Are the overall death rates higher than in "normal" years?
Next) If deaths are higher and something's going on with those, they say died of covid, what do we think they are really dying from? How/why are they dying?
Also, I had left a couple questions in the regular subscription input and don't know if you saw them or not or were too busy, no worries. I was curious if you ever crossed paths with John Judge and got to know his material? He would have loved your work I believe.

Thank you for all your courageous work and for creating Solari.

Sincerely,

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Yes, communicated with Judge on numerous occasions Great man. Our only controversy was he banked at JPM Chase.

I keep watching the flow of statistics on death. I have learned enough to know you need professional epidemiologists looking at the stats in each country. So I would refer to them. The next time I see good ones will post.

My impression -
There has been one or more things called Covid - nasty, nasty flu that attacks lungs
the annual flu has been engineered to Covid deaths
Vaccine injury from annual flu shot and then Covid shot
Others - spraying, pesticide/ethanol, EMF-5G - see invisible rainbow
Fear, TV and entrainment much bigger than most people can fathom - ICU nurse story
Biggest killer - shut down of small business, economy and starvation - see latest UN report
Loss of access to medical treatment
“The great poisoning”

Just in from a subscriber:

My doctor is world renowned.
I asked him how long the Corona Virus would last.
He responded, "How should I know, I'm not a politician"

**Question:**

Hi Catherine

I was wondering if you could get in touch with Reiner in order to suggest that he take the bull by the horns and go down to Spain and take custody of the hundred vials? Then he could form a committee consisting of McCullough, Yeadon, Wodarg, Bakhdi, and Didier to somehow figure out a way to get a vial analyzed. Then they could involve the ICC in some way to convene a new Nuremberg Trial for war crimes along the lines of charges of Bio terrorism or chemical warfare against humanity. Reiner says he has a hundred lawyers. Let's put them to work. The critical problem is establishing a chain of custody.
This is the opportunity. It may be the only one we ever get.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

I agree that it is critical to find out what is in the injections - need analysis of multiple batches in multiple countries.

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

I know that you referred to saliva test in the US in one of the previous ‘Money and Markets’ commentaries and I am feverishly listening again to the last few, but so far I cannot find the place where you referred to it.
I did a search on Solari.com but I did not get the results.

Do you happen to have the information handy? A link?
If so, I would highly appreciate the help.
Thank you
AJ

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Question:
Found this story on Facebook. Other than the amazing forms Catherine has provided, what other tools are available to help prevent this from happening?
Everyone older than 2 should wear masks, regardless of vaccination status, when schools reopen in the fall, according to updated guidance from the American Academy of Pediatrics.

CAF Notes & Links:

Control is remarkable

Regarding the JAMA Pediatrics paper that demonstrated high CO2 levels in children wearing facemasks - this paper was retracted on July 16. You can read the retraction statement here: [https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2782288](https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2782288)

[https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2012/05/17/hidden-in-plain-view-fda-murder/](https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2012/05/17/hidden-in-plain-view-fda-murder/)

“It is simply no longer possible to believe much of the clinical research that is published, or to rely on the judgment of trusted physicians or authoritative medical guidelines. I take no pleasure in this conclusion, which I reached slowly and reluctantly over my two decades as an editor of The New England Journal of Medicine.” (Marcia Angell, MD, The New York Review of Books, January 15, 2009)

Hidden in plain view: FDA murder

May

by Jon Rappoport

Hidden in plain view:
FDA-approved drugs kill a million Americans per decade!

CHINA RX
Question:
Winter in Sydney, Australia. Coming to US/EU winters? If there were no GPS satellites, how could this policy be enforced without “castle walls”?
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-07-14/sydney-news-lockdown-fairfield-testing-queues/100290698

CAF Notes & Links:
Question is what is the goal of testing since has nothing to do with PCR. If deep nasal swab, IMO not safe.

Feedback

Question:

Dear Catherine

Greetings from a mostly sunny Prague. I’m enclosing a photo since you said you’d wanted to visit.
Since joining Solari less than 2 weeks ago, I've been immersed in your fascinating depths of material. Thank you for your unflinching clarity and for bringing other experts in to chew the fat. I don't have anyone to reflect ideas off here.

Please could I ask you what kinds of things I should be considering before moving countries? I've got joint UK / Irish citizenship, been living overseas in the Czech Republic. Since winters are harsh especially with lockdowns, and the Czechs (who admittedly were pretty robot like to start with) are obediently following the narrative.

So I was thinking about decamping to Greece for the winter…with a view to moving there. But then on deep research I decided neighbouring Albania, on the Adriatic, would be a better bet. Thank you very much for sharing the Greek intell during last week's Ask Catherine, which backs up my gut feelings.

You've talked before about finding a plot of land with a well on it, and learning to grow your own produce. And you've talked about cutting your overheads. I can't do the first. But I could rein in spending, I think, while being healthier and freer.

So I've made a list of Albania’s pluses, which need verifying. So I will go there on a recce mission for 1-2 weeks. Could you sense-check my thinking? Have I missed anything? And what further investigation should I most definitely do? Who should I definitely book meetings with when I go?

I was thinking to pull out the 23 things from Living a Wonderful Life… and checking their viability by talking to people when I visit.

Pluses of Albania (so I hear)...

1. Covidism - the airport only requires temperature screenings of incoming passengers, and doesn't demand pcr negative tests etc.
2. Covidism - videos of people Greek style dancing in the beach bars, reports of bars and restaurants being open after hours.
3. Covidism – 20% of people vaccinated says the internet.
5. Developing country - not part of the EU command and controls sphere – but how long will that last?
7. Local cuisine. No McDonald’s there. Locally grown fruit and veg, from markets. HURRAY!
8. No health service, and seems you can buy prescription meds straight from the pharmacist. I want to check Ivermectin availability.
9. Other ex-pats working online there (eg English teachers) who say that the fiberoptic internet is good.
10. Albanians were shafted after communism when their government stole all the pension assets in a pyramid scheme - so the people presumably know which way is up
11. Mediterranean climate, by the Adriatic. Very pretty coastline. Easy to get vitamin D through the winter, and walk outside.
12. Seem to be expats living there who are involved in local community/charity work.

Thank you for sharing your expertise…

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Sounds good. Don’t know anything about Albania. Want to be part of a critical mass of people.**

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

You highly recommended a book about the transgender phenomena happening these days, related to smartphones and young girls. Could you give me that title and author, please? Thank you for your work in this world. I appreciate your work very much!

Kindly,

M

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Irreversible damage**


**Question:**

Dear Catherine

THANK YOU once again for the enlightening conversation you and Dr. Farrell have in the 2nd quarter 2021 wrap up.

I am in the middle of reading “Secret Don’t Tell – The Encyclopedia of Hypnotism” by Carla Emery as was recommended to Solari subscribers. The beginning of this book offers several case studies of Criminal Hypnosis done on from one fellow human on another. For any subscribers read & listening to this, it really truly opens your mind up to Hypnosis beyond watching people act like chickens on a stage at a theatre for
‘entertainment’ (which by the way I find cruel to do and was always surprised people putting up their hands to be a willing participant).

In your recent 2nd Qtr wrap up with Dr. Farrell you ask the following question. Please forgive me if I do not quote it correctly:

“How is it possible for 190+ countries to do the things they are to their population that is frightening and NO ONE has the ability to say no? Where is that power coming from?”

My question is that world leaders have been going to ‘Davos’ for a number of years and whilst reading the Secret Don’t Tell, you realise how powerful evil can be when combined with Mind Control. Do you think that there is something connected to Davos / World Leaders / Mind Control?

With my kindest regards to you in Europe from one of the Group A people who are prepared to face what is really happening and to deal with it.

J

CAF Notes & Links:

Very possibly. The mind control - individually and generally - has been practiced on a widespread basis for a long time

Lunch with top banker in 1997. Drunk the koolaid. What happened?

Question:
Hello Catherine,

I just came across a report, about "how a wobble in the moon trajectory could cause floods in the coming years".

and I immediately thought of you explaining that the elite are able to control the weather.

Maybe you want to dig into it and interview the related scientists. That would maybe lead to some clues on this topic.

https://science.slashdot.org/story/21/07/15/2155256/nasa-moon-wobble-in-orbit-may-lead-to-record-flooding-on-earth

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:
Hi Catherine,

I think you would hit it off with Donna Simmons of Christopherus Homeschool Resources. You can check out her website:

https://www.christopherushomeschool.com/

I see you are familiar with anthroposophy and Donna is extremely knowledgeable.

Best wishes,

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks!

Comment:

Disagreement on assessment of video on patent with German Corona Investigation Committee

Your Response

The video IMO is not useful

The basic story you include in your summary is completely in line with what has been described many times. I have said since March 2020, ditto Farrell, ditto Rappoport, ditto Global Research, ditto Patrick Wood, ditto Corbett, ditto Titus, ditto Webb. This is all completely known and clear and has been stated MANY TIMES by numerous high integrity researchers.

"Let's create OR USE one or multiple PATHOGENS AND DISEASE PATTERNS. Then, we scare people, using the media AND MIND CONTROL AND FEAR AND SELECTIVE EUTHENASIA. We make AN INJECTION then make it mandatory JUSTIFYING GOVERNMENT GIVING BILLIONS TO CORPORATIONS ON A WAY OF PHARMA AND OTHER CONTRACTS. WE USE IT TO IMPLEMENT CENTRAL CONTROL IN A VARIETY OF WAYS, including. we will create a digital biometric tracking system,
ID2020, as part of the reengineering of the global reengineering of the global financial and governance system.

No doubt there has been an exceptional amount of shenanigans on the patent side - both what is filed and what is /is not stopped by National Security freezes. That has been obvious all along.

If you want to determine what those shenanigans are you would need to send a knowledgable team of lawyers and scientist to sort it out.

Checked with several patent experts - they agreed the video was not useful - to say the least. :)

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Comment:**

Dear Catherine
I cannot unsee or I hear this…
This is my video
This is what this PCR testing is doing
They are forcing a mother to hold her child down to put a pcr test up his nose
Please share at your choice with my fellow subscribers
I took this on July 19, 2021 at 4:15 on Vancouver international airport arrival
This is a crime against humanity
We were crying watching this and guards would not allow us near this area so I shot it from 2nd level looking down

J
Question:
Hi Catherine,

I was just listening to the latest NTS Part II with Joseph, when I heard you talking about the delivery of nanoparticles. You made an offhand reference to amazon packages, which got me thinking...

I have recently stopped ordering from amazon and finally canceled my prime membership several weeks ago. I used to think prime was the greatest. I'm much more educated now.

Coincidentally, in the past month and a half, I have received four unsolicited packages from Amazon.com, all addressed to me by name, at my address. I haven't ordered any of them, nor has anyone I know sent them to me. They've contained a strange assortment of items - several bath faucets, a shower cap, plastic drum sticks, a nighttime bite guard, chemical skin tag remover, and several other pieces of garbage.

I have wasted at least a couple hours contacting amazon and asking that they halt these shipments. I don't want anything from them. They continue to say it will stop. Recently, they put an "internal team" on this as a sort of investigation. It only dawned on me now, listening to you and Joseph, that perhaps this is some sort of nanoparticle delivery. What do you think? At the very least, a weird and kind of creepy story.

P

CAF Notes & Links:

WOW - I would refuse these at the Post Office level. Have them mark all Amazon packages and return to sender.
Question:
Hi Team,
I just renewed my membership and upgraded to the Premium plus print. I see there is a promotion for subscribing to Premium + including some Quarterly reports and a silver coin. Is that just for new subscribers or will my upgrade count as well?
I appreciate all you do and am thrilled to renew. Looking forward to the printed versions of the reports.
Many thanks,
M-J

CAF Notes & Links

Yes. Just contact Customer Service to let them know and ensure your Upgrade is counted.

Comment:
Ms. Austin Fitts,

I am the Solari Report subscriber. Thank you for all you do!
I came across on one of the blogs on very curious fact.

This is from Google Earth, Antarctica's peninsula with a VERY INTERESTING NAME. I am not sure when it appeared though.

Thank you.

P62

CAF Notes & Links:

Interesting. They put in notes. Hard to read!

Question:
Bonjour Catherine,

I would like to introduce you to Y M [#Nestlé Food Safety Management].

She is an amazing and courageous soul.

I introduced you, your labor of love and service. She would love to get in touch with you.

Please, let me know if you agree. If so, can I share her contact details with you here:
AskCatherine@solari.com?

Thank you.

Cordialement,

J

N.B. About YM:

In 1990 she joined the World Health Organization (WHO) in Geneva as Senior Scientist. In WHO, she was responsible for the surveillance and prevention of food borne illnesses, education of food handlers, the development of the food safety assurance system (e.g. Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point system), and for assistance to the WHO Member States in strengthening their national food control.

In the 1990s, she participated in the development of the risk analysis process. She has served in the Secretariat of various sessions of the Codex Alimentarius Commission and its Committees.
From 2000 to 2011, she held the position of Assistant Vice President in Nestlé and worked as the Corporate Food Safety Manager.

In this capacity, she has, among others, developed the Nestlé Food Safety Management system and managed various emerging food safety issues and crises.

She was active in several industry organizations, among others FoodDrinkEurope where she advised on management of international food safety crises.

In 2014, she published the Encyclopedia on Food Safety and the book Food Safety Management: A Practical Guide for the Food Industry (Elsevier) which in 2015 received a PROSE award in USA.

She is presently advocate of Human Right and whistleblowing (Whistleblowing: food safety and fraud).

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Yes, will take a look

**Question:**
Since Joe Biden took office in January, about two dozen U.S. intelligence officials and diplomats in Austria have developed headaches, vertigo, and vision problems consistent with suspected sonic attacks, according to a new report by the New Yorker magazine on Friday. The afflicted personnel in Austria are the latest in a pattern of U.S. intelligence …

Continue reading 20+ US intel officers, diplomats attacked with suspected sonic weapons in Austria since Biden took office: Report


**CAF Notes & Links:**

Ongoing problem

**Question:**
Some additional information about the geological location of the BL4 lab in Manhattan. Who picked this location for this lab in the center of cattle country? What could possibly go wrong? [https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/1867_Manhattan,_Kansas_earthquake](https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/1867_Manhattan,_Kansas_earthquake)

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Should be able to build for that.

**Question:**

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Going Direct Reset**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,
I am a big fan of your channel and appreciate your thoughts and guidance. As an American/Australian duel citizen living in Sydney I wanted to take a moment and let you know what is occurring here and see if you have any thoughts for me/us.

Ever since our PM, Scott Morrison returned from the G7, the fire has been lit to have all the citizens vaxxed as soon as possible. Sydney being the largest Australian city was almost immediately thrown into lockdown with more aggressive restrictions added today. Melbourne had a 5 month draconian lockdown last year producing a buffet of damage to businesses, children, on-going mental health issues, and more.

All business now in the greater Sydney area have been shut down, QR codes and contact tracing are mandatory for every site, including an Uber or limo, grocery stores, residential buildings, there is no where to go where a QR code is not requested for entry. Police are aggressive with anyone not wearing a mask and will arrest you for not complying. Authorities say they will now track licence plates to determine if you are entering or leaving your area.
Half the People are scared of catching the virus and half the people are scared of the government. Australians are very compliant and tend to do what the govt asks. Interestingly, people from other countries that have seen govt overreach are trying to push back as they understand what this is really all about.

There is a lawyer here who has written to the TGA (therapeutic goods administration) seeks answers in writing. See his letter linked below. Tony was also on an Asian television show which I have also provided a link to. In the next email, I will provide video of the AU military preparing to “wargame” the vax rollout.

Australia is hosting tons of Hollywood at the moment, with several movies being shot in Queensland. Kaitlan Jenner has just flown in to shoot Big Brother here. Meanwhile the country has rejected most citizens wanting to enter or leave the country. Sydney real estate is off its nut commanding ever higher amounts that young people could never afford! An average 2 bed, 2 bath, 1 car spot unit near me just sold for 3.1 million. Houses are going from 3 or 4 million for tiny terraces to upwards of 15 million in Sydney. And that is not even the real luxury properties. Sydney is going through a tremendous boom in upgrading roads, tunnels and architecture. I don’t know who they are expecting, but this area is totally spending billions to revitalize. Even the old fish market is being “gutted” and redone as a tourist attraction.

It is a lovely place to live and a gorgeous country. Fresh fish and country beef and lamb are readily available.

What will we find on the other side of this “New World Order” that our media openly refer to now? Is this maniacal, militant operation the new normal for us? They openly decide where the next “cases” will occur sending “close contacts” into 14 day lockdowns at will. A poor interior designer Mother was in a building styling a unit and it was determined that there was a “person who tested positive” somewhere in the building (wording is always important, we don’t know if they were indeed sick) so she had to quarantine alone away from her family and new baby for 14 days!

Within the military video I will send you in the next email, the lawyer is suggesting a handbook to be distributed.

Will send the video now,
Thank you for your time and attention,

CAF Notes & Links:

Thanks. Health officer just declared that people should not talk to each other, even when wearing masks.
Dear Catherine,

I hope this email reaches you. I have been trying to ask a question since 13 July (Singapore time) but faced technical glitches which your team has been kindly trying to help me resolve.

Why has the WEF cancelled the Singapore venue for the postponed Great Reset meeting?

Has there been any indication that there is Singapore local opposition to the Great Reset? It seems that the mysterious resignation of the Finance Minister who is also the Deputy Prime Minister and designated successor to the PM may have something to do with this? There could be a possible disagreement with the WEF-Singapore plans especially when he tendered his resignation he chose to remain as DPM, signaling his discomfort in remaining in this position (Finance Minister) which has been his forte. Such an upset to the very closely choreographed political succession in Singapore is very unusual. And also when the PM took leave, his designated acting PM while he was on leave was not the only Deputy Prime Minister in the cabinet but a senior minister.

Just yesterday (11 July) the new finance minister announced that Singapore is glad to be part of the global tax reform even though it hurts Singapore’s strategic position as an attractive tax destination. This new Finance Minister was also the co-chairman of the ministerial covid task force. It was this role that raised his profile. He was previously not considered as a potential successor to the retiring PM. How important do you think Singapore is/was to the Great Reset (Going Direct) agenda and what are the implications of the postponement?


Over the last few days I have had the opportunity to listen to your discussions with Titus and Farrell.

2. A few more questions came up. The Indonesia Tsunami was potentially a geo-weapon, I wonder if you could refer me to the report that analysed this? It seems that the activation of HAARP may be relevant to the last few days’ weather in Germany?

3. Your discussion on China is fascinating. I have been trying to understand the geopolitical implications of the Russia-China alliance (and BRICS) forged in recent years. Unlike other credible American analysts you are one of a few who are not too quick to paint China as an ominous rising hegemon. What is the most important data point that leads you to take this position?
As you may know tiny Singapore is a major investor in China. It seems to coincide with the 2008 takedown operations? I wonder whose money Singapore is investing in China?

"In a landmark development, Singapore became China's largest investor country for the first time in 2013...."

Incidentally from a geopolitical point of view - Brazil, India, South Africa and China - save Russia until a few weeks ago - are where the "variants of interest" emerged. Is this another coincidence?

Hope to hear back from you.

Best wishes,
W

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Health**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine:

Do you have an opinion of colonoscopies? I always expected to eventually start getting them because of my family history. I never questioned it until I saw this video posted by Sofia Smallstorm:


Also, Cash Friday and Cash every day! Nothing like chip cards malfunctioning at every store to help you decide to go back to the old way.

Best,
W
Question:
Dear Catherine,
Truly love your work.
While you were talking with Joseph in part I of 2ndqtr 2021 wrap up, you mentioned a book titled how to be your own Dr.
Were you referencing "How to Be Your Own Doctor, by Carl Shrader"? There are several different similarly titled books and hoped you could clarify. Thank you in advance.
With gratitude,
T

CAF Notes & Links:

Was thinking of Where there is no doctor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Where_There_Is_No_Doctor
Lots of good one

Local Gatherings

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Recommended Links

Comment:
Subject: A film for you!
An example of ground up resistance to the banksters, perhaps for you list of recommended films.

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/mortgageswindle/335665053

F

CAF Notes & Links:

`That is a good one. Listen

Comment:

Catherine,

Great information on the war on beef. I wanted to forward this interview concerning the centralized control of the beef industry. Two producers who have shifted to selling direct to consumers and the issues independent producers face and competitive markets.

The R-CALF USA convention in August has a one day discussion on private property rights. Looming is the America the Beautiful proposal by the Biden Administration 30 X 30. What happens in the beef industry and centralized control is happening to every aspect of our food supply.

https://www.antitrustinstitute.org/work-product/whats-the-beef-how-the-beef-packing-cartel-hurts-producers-and-consumers-and-how-independent-processors-can-help-restore-competition-and-choice/?fbclid=IwAR1xuVfU13P5I9jGzgmTjtkKQDgD0o3UB2QRr8OQfTEG01ID7pFW0LRHsfs

CAF Notes & Links:
Comment:
Open on air: NWO

https://mobile.twitter.com/4_04_Not_Found/status/1414118173398425600

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Queensland Premier’s father chairs a world-wide foundation of gene sequencing


CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Currently, the QLD premiere is in Tokyo as Brisbane is considered as the Olympic city for 2032.


CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Catherine, Dan Andrews, the premiere of Victoria, is very close with China. Dan signed Victoria up as a belt and road state, but thankfully Scott Morrison stopped it. I believe Melbourne is part of the Strong cities network.
Brisbane, Queensland, is a sister company of a Chinese city.
Anastasia Palachad, the premiere of QLD, her Father has a gene and DNA company.

**Comment:**
Catherine,
here is the video I was referring to with the lawyer suggesting “I do not consent” forms with a distributed handbook.
We don’t know how to fight back against a mandatory jab.
What are your thoughts? Tami

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcDR89QXEiQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcDR89QXEiQ)

**Comment:**
Hi Catherine, you have probably seen this but another amazing article with incredible detail, joining more dots, from Whitney Webb
Best wishes

F

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Just published a new interview with Whitney. See home page.

**Comment:**

Subject: CHD latest


**CAF Notes & Links:**

July 29 and July 30th - 5-10pm UK - 5 hours ahead of ET. Highly recommended.

**Comment:**

I kinda like CJs new ‘segregationist’ patch idea. It’s pretty in their face but since they’re acting the part, could be quite potent. [https://cjhopkins.substack.com/p/the-propaganda-war-and-how-to-fight](https://cjhopkins.substack.com/p/the-propaganda-war-and-how-to-fight)

PS – I recently chipped in for a year subscription ($60) and encourage others to help him help us take action! He’s been so right on since way early on in this thing

CJ Hopkins - Consent Factory

**Question:**

**Take Action**
Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input